I-1-09 Revised English (metric)  
Corrected sign No.’s

W20-7(0)-48
For maintenance and utility projects
W20-10(0)-48
For contract construction projects
W20-10(30)-48
R11-2
W20-3(0)-48
W20-1(0)-48
W20-I103(0)-48
W20-4(0)-48

**SYMBOLS**

- **Work area**
  - Cone, drum or barricade (not required for moving operations)
  - Sign on portable or permanent support
  - Flagger with traffic control sign
  - Barricade or drum with flashing light
  - Type III barricade with flashing light

1. Refer to **SIGN SPACING TABLE** for distances.
2. For approved simplified closures.
3. Cones at 25’ (8 m) centers for 250’ (75 m). Additional cones may be placed at 50’ (15 m) centers. When drums or Type I or Type II barricades are used, the interval between devices may be doubled.
4. Cones, drums or barricades at 20’ (6 m) centers.

**GENERAL NOTES**

This Standard is used where at any time, day or night, any vehicle, equipment, workers or their activities encroach on the pavement requiring the closure of one traffic lane in an urban area.

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.